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Abstract 

 

Plasma arc cutting is thermal cutting process that makes use of a constricted jet of high temperature plasma gas to melt and 

separate metal.In this study we choose plasma cutting machine as our main machine tool and SS304L material also used.with the 

start of globalization there are many company emerges .so there are more then one company make similar product to sustain this 

competitive market we must make product which quality is good and must have low price.so with the use of optimization 

technique we must make our product more economical and also save time coast.so that’s why we consider  some regression 

analysis RSM and some other optimize technique isused to find out optimim solution for the machine where it give its best  

performance.the main objective of our research paper is make more efficient operation condition where material removal rate 

(MRR) is at its higher stage with better surface finish. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Advanced materials exhibit very excellent technical properties. However, the high cost of both raw materials and processing 

limit their use. Alternatively, advanced machining such as Plasma Arc Cutting is normally used. For cutting Advanced  material 

such as nickel-base alloys, titanium alloys and stainless steel. A torch in which temperatures as high as 30,000°C are achieved by 

injecting a plasma gas tangentially into an electric arc formed between electrodes in a chamber; the resulting vortex of hot gases 

emerges at very high speed through a hole in the negative electrode, to form a jet for welding, spraying of molten metal, and 

cutting of hard rock or hard metals.The plasma arc can cuts ferrous and non-ferrous metals. Its also much faster than an Oxy- 

Fuel torch or abrasive saws, with low or no heat affected zone, especially on thinner metals. Its required with little or no dross 

means less time and money to finish the work piece. For plasma cutting, less preparation work is required. A plasma arc is much 

hot to burn through most surface coatings such as paint and rust and still provides excellent cutting results. With plasma cutting, 

there is minimal heat input and distortion of the metal as there is with jigsaws or cutting shears. For applications where difficult 

shapes are being handled or cut, such as ventilation ductwork (HVAC), tanks or vessels, plasma cutting offers considerable 

advantage since no fixturing is required. By using Taguchi Method of the processing parameter to obtain the best factors 

combination for MRR and Surface Roughness. 

II. PRINCIPLE OF PLASMA CUTTING 

The basic principle is that the arc formed between the electrode and the workpiece is constricted by a fine bore, copper nozzle.  

This increases the temperature and velocity of the plasma emanating from the nozzle. The temperature of the plasma is in excess  

of 20 000°C and the velocity can approach the speed of sound. When used for cutting, the plasma gas flow is increased so that  

the deeply penetrating plasma jet cuts through the material and molten material is removed in the efflux plasma. 

 
Fig 1.1: Principle of  PAC. 
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Plasma cutting is a melting process, compared to flame cutting which is a combustion process. A gas jet in the plasma melts 

and expels the material from the kerf. During the process an electric arc burns between an electrode and the work-piece. The 

electrode tip is placed in a water or air cooled gas nozzle in the torch. The plasma gas is conducted through the nozzle. The arc 

and the plasma gas are forced to pass through a very narrow orifice in the tip of the nozzle. The gas is heated and ionized.When 

the plama jet hits the work-piece the heat is transferred due to recombination (the gas reverts to its normal state). The material 

melts and is expelled from the kerf by a flow of gas. To initiate the process, and ionise the gas, a pilot arc must be generated. The 

pilot arc heats the plasma gas and ionises it. Since the electrical resistance of the main arc is lower than that of the pilot arc, the 

main arc ignites and the pilot arc automatically extinguishes. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW ON PLASMA ARC CUTTING  MACHINE 

 Optimization of process parameter in plasma arc cutting of EN31 steel based on MRR and multiple roughness  A.

characteristic using grey relational analysis,Milan kumar,Kaushik kumar, Tapan barman, Prasanta sahoo,international 

conference on advance in manufacturing and material engineering.1550-1559 (2014). 

Milan kumar das and et all were conducted experiment on EN31 steel using process parameters like gas pressure, arc current 

and torch height to influence effect on material removal rate and roughness characteristics. They developed empirical graph of 

response surface methodology and finally they worked on chip morphology. they analyzed their experimental reading through 

ANOVA and grey relational analysis. They found that highly effective parameter is gas pressure, whereas arc current and torch 

height are less effective factors for the response. 

 Investigation of the effects of plasma arc parameters on the structure variation of AISI 304 and St 52 steels,Abdulkadir B.

Gullu ,Umut Atici,Materials and Design 27 1157–1162 (2006). 

Abdulkadir Gullu and et all were experiment carried out on AISI 304 stainless steel and St 52 carbon steel have been cut by 

plasma arc and the variations of structural specifications occurred after cutting has been investigated. From the experiment they 

found that, it has been seen that  burning of particulars and distribution amount were increased when the cutting was performed 

using the speeds which are upper or lower limits of the ideal cutting speeds proposed by the manufacturer of the machine tool. 

They had determined that the hardness from the outer surface to the core decreased, while the hardness near to the outer surface 

which affected by the high temperature occurred during cutting increased. Thus they revealed that the area of 0.399–0.499 mm of 

stainless steel materials and 0.434–0.542 mm of carbon steel materials were more affected by heat according to cutting speed. 

 Experimental Investigation of the Plasma Arc Cutting Process,W.J xu, J.C fang,Y.S lu.journal of material processing C.

technology.152-156 (2002). 

W.J.Xu and et all were conducted experiment on ceramic during plasma arc cutting. They measured cutting qualities by varing 

process parameter the flow rate of injected water and the magnetizing current using nozzles of different diameters. From the 

experiment they found that  both water constriction and magnetic constriction of plasma arcforms a three dimensional 

constriction with improved shape and uniformity of the arc column and hydro magnetic constriction is capable of improving arc 

stability. 

 High tolerance plasma arc cutting of commercially pure titanium E,E. Gariboldi, B. Previtali,Journal of Materials D.

Processing Technology.77–89(2005). 

E.Gariboldi and at all were conducted experiment to improved the quality of cuts performed on titanium sheets using high 

tolerance plasma arc cutting (HTPAC) process. they were investigated under different process conditions  like using several feed 

rates in the dross-free feed rate range and with the adoption of oxygen or nitrogen as cutting and shielding gases. They found that 

when oxygen was used as cutting gas higher feed rate and geometry attributes (unevenness and kerf width) of better quality were 

achieved due to the oxidation reaction. The quality features of the cutting edge of HTPAC of commercially pure titanium were 

integrated with considerations on micro structural features related to the formation of a wide layer severely affected by plasma-

induced thermal cycle and by interaction with the cutting gas. They showed that temperature measurements during the passage of 

the torch defined the thermal cycles of the cutting process in several locations of the sheet. These are characterised by high 

heating rates (above 2000 K/s within the HAZ) and low cooling rates (150–580 K/s within the HAZ). They were applied to 

simulate the thermal effects of the material interaction with the torch in the case of slow cuts with oxygen by analytical model. A 

comparison between predicted thermal cycles, experimental measurements and microstructural observations confirmed the 

reliability of the estimation in terms of extension of microstructural modifications. 

 Experimental study of the features of the kerf generatedby a 200A high tolerance plasma arc cutting system,R.Bini,B.M. E.

Colosimo,A.E.Kutlu,M.Monno,Journal of Materials Processing Technology 345-355 (2008). 

R.Bini and at all were conducted experiment on 15mm thick mild steel sheets metals using process parameters like arc voltage 

and cutting speed, plasma gas flowrate, shield gas flowrate and shield gas composition are to influence effect on kerf position 

and shape are evaluated. They revealed that that cutting speed and arc voltage affect the kerf formation mechanism and their 
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interaction is also important in defining the inclination of the cut. They also concluded that by reducing the arc voltage, i.e. the 

stand off distance, the thermal stress on the torch components, especially the electrode and the nozzle, increases, thus 

accelerating their wear. This trade-off can be taken into account by adding some suitable constraints to the parameters domain 

and beyond the arc voltage, the cutting speed showed a noticeable effect. In particular, results obtained in the last experimental 

stage allowed one to observe that unevenness can be reduced by reducing the cutting speed. They were shown that very good 

quality can be achieved for all the sides by varying the cutting speed and the arc voltage only. 

 Investigation Analysis of Plasma arc cutting Parameters on the Unevenness surface of Hardox-400 F.

material,SubbaraoChamarthia,N.SinivasaReddyb,Manoj Kumar Elipeyc,D.V.Ramana Reddyd,International Conference 

On design and manufacturing,854-861 (2013). 

SubbaraoChamarthi and at all  were worked on Plasma arc cutting (PAC) that makes use of a constricted jet of high-temperature 

plasma gas to melt and separate (cut) metal. They had used12mm plate thickness Hardox-400 which were cut by high tolerance 

voltage, cutting speed, and plasma gas flow rate included as process parameters in the analysis and their effect on unevenness of 

cut surface is evaluated. Despite the value selected for these parameters, the analysis shows that Hardox-400 plates can have 

different profiles, depending on the specific side considered. They used expert 8.0.7.1 software in order to clearly identify the 

main parameters, which define the unevenness quality attribute. They found that  very good quality can be achieved for all the 

sides by varying the cutting speed, plasma flow rate and arc voltage only and they optimized minimum unevenness for 12 mm 

Hardox plate is 421 micron at optimum value of 70L/Hr plasma flow rate, 125 V voltage and 2100 mm/min cutting speed. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Plasma arc cutting is very promising thermal cutting technology which combines high productivity with good cutting 

quality.however,this process is deeply influenced by several variables.The operating conditions have to be carefully optimised 

through parameter adjustment in order to obtain top quality results.With reference to the most recent standard, unevennessquality 

class 2 is eventually achieved through Plasm Arc Cutting .This result is comparable with laser cutting and confirms Plasma Arc 

Cutting as a very competitive choice among sheet metal thermal cutting technologies.Therefore, future investigation can focus on 

this further issue of PAC technologyAs per selecting the machining parameter there is increase the surface roughness and 

decrease the MRR, the aim of the paper is decided on approach of optimal PAC performance measures of high material removal 

rate (MRR) and low surface roughness (Ra)  in the field of PAC machining. 
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